~Triggers and Soul Purpose~
Whence we remember and be within our connection with Source and that is flowing
through us as us, we are less triggered or nae even triggered at all. Whence we meet the
unmet need through the Inner Soul Child Healing work (although some moments our need
can only be met in our connections of Love and safety with others in which we mutually
give/give and take one another's needs and interest within us as our own and as Source does
and is), we too also are less or nae triggered. Whence we are within the definiteness of our
purpose, of our connection with Source, we are standing in our true power, the power of
Love/Source itself. Things occur whether it be government this or that, or people doing or
saying this or that. Little of it really has anything to do with ye in the sense that it is only a
representation of who they are and where they are at vibrationally (and also perhaps
humanly of hurting deeply within and forgetting who they are of Source to be/do such).
Whence ye get sucked into any of that, ye give yer power away to that thing you are triggered
by as any moment you make anyone or anything 'an enemy' or evil or wrong or any of that,
you cut off the connection with Source that you are, guidance you are, the flow, and the
purpose/mission you are which is Love/Source itself. The less that ye get sucked into the
drama and trauma being shown by governments or other people, the less ye spend focused
on having to 'do' something about it to somehow right some wrong or save the world or other
people, the more ye are likely to be within and stay within yer connection to, with, and within
Source and thrive in and any all situations, circumstances. Relative to how calm, centred, and
relaxed focused within Source ye are will be to the degree that ye will be free from being
triggered.
Ye are unable to assist and serve those whom are free from being within vibrational
frequency sync, if Source and their Soul are free from being able to, then neither will ye, as it
is only their choice to choose such within transforming their consciousness, only then can ye
be able to assist. In the interim, all ye can BE or do is have compassion for where they are, be
there if they come to ye, and at the same moment stay the course within your being Soul
BEing ship guiding ye within the Sea of Love regardless of the winds, tides, seasons. Those
whom are ready for such wisdom will come and embrace it, and those whom are nae ready
will nae be ready and that is ok too. As ye sync yer vibrational frequency to that of Source
and ye are truly living in your Soul and its purpose from integrity and in appreciation of all
people, situations, circumstances even the ones that trigger ye, just as Buddha who invited
Mara (fear, pain, triggers etc) to tea, those whom are meant to come and embrace will. And
aye, they will indeed. As I Am within my connection with Source/Love/God and also
within, then I bring from within out into the world and it is received with open arms from
that resonance. The invitation is to allow whatever the problems be to be wherever they may
be, yet nae within ye as ye BE the SOULution....which is Love/Source. And then watch the
magic unfold! More on this in my new video (and also wisdom and links in the video
description) here https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/videos/10217140209315367/
Or
https://youtu.be/IkSc_BCb4Ck
~Lady Nenari, Princess of the Sea 22 October 2019

